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311L
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R600a 70g

676×700×1725mm

HRF450BW2

HRF450BS2

HRF450BHS2

HRF450BHC2









W1 W2 D1 D2
HRF450BW2

HRF450BS2

HRF450BHS2

HRF450BHC2

Appliance width in mm Appliance depth in mmModel

1100 - 700 1323





Fresh Storage bin cover

Fresh Storage bin

(HRF450BW2/HRF450BS2)

Air duct cover

Adjustable door shelf
Full-width door shelf

My Zone bin



Fresh Storage Bin Cover

Fresh Storage Bin

Air duct cover

Water tank

My Zone Bin

Adjustable door shelf

Full-width door shelf

HRF450BHS/HRF450BHC
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Voltage Max Power Voltage Max Power

HRF450BW2

HRF450BS2

HRF450BHS2

HRF450BHC2

Fridge compartment Freezer compartment

12V

Model

2W - -



A   Fridge selector

B   Freezer selector

C   My Zone selector

D   Holiday selector

E   Panel lock selector

a1 Super-cool Function

a2 Temperature Fridge

b1 Super-freeze Function

b2 Temperature Freezer

c1  Fruit & Vegetable Cooling

c2  Beverage cooling

c3  Meat&Seafood Cooling

e    Panel Lock Function

A

B

C

D

E

a1
a2

b1

b2

c1

c2

c3

e
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E

e
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My Zone bin and Fresh Storage bin

When the refrigerator door is opened for more 
than 3 minutes, the door opening alarm will 
sound. The alarm can be silenced by either closing 
the door or touching the control panel. If the door 
is left open for more than 7 minutes, the light 
inside the refrigerator  and control panel illumina-
tion will auto-matically switch o .

For use and setting of the My Zone bin please
check section USE.
To remove the bin:
Pull out (1) to the maximum extent.
Lift (2) to separate the bin from the rail and re -
move (3).
It can be mounted in reverse order.
Use same process for the Fresh Storage bin.



B

B

B

B
b1

b2

b2
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Fresh storage bin(Humidity function)

My Zone(Meat-Seafood function)

Select the function for My Zone drawer

My Zone Storage

or My Zone 0℃

The fridge compartment is equipped with a 
My Zone drawer. In accordance with the food’s
storage demands, the most suitable function 
can be selected to get the optimal nutritional
value of the foods. The following functions are
available.

Notice

℃

Notice

℃

Notice

℃

Notice

℃

Notice

℃

Notice

℃

Notice
Due to the di erent water content within di erent types of meat or seafood, on 

℃

Notice

1. Unlock the panel if it is locked.
2. Press button “C” to select the My Zone function.
     Furt and Vegetable “c1” light.
     Beverage Cooling “c2” light.
     Seafood and meat “c3” light.

C

C1

C2

C3

Fruit and Vegetable function (2~4℃) is suitable to store fruit and vegetable.

Beverage Cooling function(0℃) is suitable to cool beverages like beer, soft-drinks, 
yogouts, etc.

Seafood and meat function( -3℃) is suitable to store fresh seafood and meat. 

3. Press and key except ”C” (My Zone) to c  
or the setting c tomatically after 5 
seconds. Indicator ”C” st .

it may occur that some food will experience freezing to a degree when stored at tempera-
ture of 0 ℃or below. Freshly cut meat should be stored in the My Zone drawer.Please do not 
store fruit and vegetables in the Seafood and Meat function. Due to thehigh water content 
of fruits and vegetables, it is likely they will experience some freezing and be damaged. It is 
easy to freeze friut and vegetables.
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